nextPLOS
aids with document collaboration,
contract management, meeting
scheduling etc.

As one of the leaders in customised software
solutions in Nigeria for over 5years, our company
NextCounsel Limited has an impressive track record
of helping to improve the business and human
capital productivity of our wide range of clients by
providing cutting-edge applications best suited to
their company’s operations.
A few industries we’ve worked with include but are
not limited to the following:
• Legal Industry
• Construction Industry
• Energy Industry;
• and so on.
At NextCounsel Limited, we have a team of young,
committed and innovative individuals who strive to
continually help create business solutions that will
enhance institutional productivity and revenue via
efficient and effective resource management.
Our core values are defined as R.I.S.Q;
• Reliability,
• Innovation,
• Simplicity
• and Quality.
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Who we are

NextCounsel, the first ingenious practice management
software tailored for the African legal industry, is widely
accepted & used amongst leading law firms within
Nigeria and some parts of Africa.
With the constant reviews from our Clients both in Nigeria
and the generous backing from a leading VC Company,
the need to improve and expand on our service offering
became imminent. Thus, we came to the unique
understanding that the challenges faced by in-house
legal teams in Nigeria are somewhat similar; staying
organised, inculcating the spirit of collaboration,
managing external solicitors from anywhere at any time
while improving on the quality of their service offering.
This brought the need for NextCounsel Limited to take
the initiative to automate all case creation, agreement
management processes as well as create an external
Solicitors’ platform to reduce incessant communication
and to enable stakeholders have autonomy on the legal
aspect of the company with just a few clicks. Hence, the
birth of nextPLOS.
nextPLOS is that IT solution that can assist any corporate
legal team to manage resources, be more efficient in
operations and most especially provide a comprehensive
platform to tackle daily legal & corporate activities.
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How we got here

Agreement Manager
Document repository for all company’s
agreements
Workflow management system to facilitate
and manage the drawing up and execution
of new agreements
Calendars to manage contractual milestones
Check lists to manage information and
activities within the agreement life cycle
Contractual compliance monitoring
Document Classification
Agreement Templates
Comprehensive Dashboard & Reporting
analytics
Email notification
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About Agreement Manager
With nextPLOS, managing
your agreement(s) would be
so easy. We have designed a
system to allows for ease of
use, collaboration,
compliance management,
workflow system and several
robust templates to aid the
process.

Case Manager
Case Dashboard
Matter Information
Potential Liabilities & Claims analysis
Progress note and team management
Matter access permission and audit trails
Court Updates
Task and Calendaring
External Solicitor’s Management
Comprehensive Dashboard & Reporting
analytics
Matter Summary Report
Email notification
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About Case Manager
Managing your cases and its
components has never been
this easy. With the nextPLOS
Case Manager, all units
working on a case(s) have a
central repository to review,
create, assign, manage and
liaise on all not only
internally but with externally
approved parties as well.

Meeting Manager
Meeting Dashboard
Meeting Agenda, Notes and Decisions
Automatic distribution of Meeting Minutes
and Tasks to attendees
Meeting Calendar
Attach supporting files and hyperlinks
Comprehensive Dashboard & Reporting
analytics
Email notification
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About Meeting Manager
nextPLOS provides the
ultimate assistance you
would require. Ranging from
scheduling meetings,
managing calendars of all
parties, assisting with
meeting documentations and
to do lists etc..

• Easy collaboration with external Solicitors.
• Easily organize case details, court date & update

and documents with one click.
• Stay up to date with meeting activities using the

comprehensive Meeting Manager.
• Stay on top of deadlines, with our efficient

calendaring system.
• Get an overview of all cases information from a

single dashboard.
• Manage your team effectively by adding and

removing team members with a single click.
• Get the official summary of proceedings of a case

with our docketing system.
• Increase your corporate governance through the

collaboration of all levels of management.
• Enhance the standardisation of the agreement

process.
• nextPLOS Meeting Manager is designed to drive

accountability, streamline meeting procedures and
align management goals.
• Automatic distribution of Meeting Minutes and

Tasks to attendees.
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Product Benefits

nextPLOS solution would enable your company
and legal team to fully realise the benefits of an
improved collaboration throughout a claim/case
life cycle.
Our execution strategy incorporates proven
methodologies, qualified personnel, and a highly
responsive approach to managing deliverables.
Most importantly, we provide adequate training
and support that ensures your staff can ramp up
quickly and realise concrete improvements in your
workflow processes.
We are confident that we can create a fully
customised solution that would allow you to
undertake technology-based business
transformations thereby ensuring reorganisation in
line with today's dynamic digital business
environment.

Customisation
Scalability
Ease of Use
Reliable Support
Moderate Pricing
Integrations
User Friendly Interface

We look forward to working with your company and
supporting your efforts towards greater efficiency.
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Our Service Oﬀering

